Don't Be Led; Lead
By Anna Von Reitz

This may come as a big surprise to a lot of people, but the way the Rats win is by
capturing your attention with all their bad behavior.
They present all these ugly alarming things and all these "threats" but in the end,
that is not what matters. None of it.
What they are after is your attention and the power that your attention has, that
you are unaware of.
Whatever you focus on, whatever you give your attention to, manifests itself --not instantly, but reliably.
So when you give away your attention to their nonsense, they win.
When you invest your energy in the "concerns" that they cause, they win.
When you take them seriously, they win.
When you fail to take charge of "fictions" ---- they win.
So you must learn their secret agenda, which has nothing to do with Plandemics
or wars or political changes or drugs or any of the other things that they have
done, and everything to do with what you envision for yourselves.
You MUST keep your attention focused on a positive and happy future for
yourselves.
You MUST keep your hearts and minds fixed upon the heritage and promises that
are yours.
You MUST turn away from all their violence and drugs and blame and lies.
And just focus intently on what you want to experience and the kind of world that
you want to manifest and the values that you hold.
Don't let the rats have your mind.

Don't let them steal your energy and focus and sidetrack it into building their ugly
dreams.
Steadfastly, purposefully, without fear concentrate on and work for the world you
want to create and upon asserting the values you hold dear in your own daily
lives.
Dismissing the Devil is easy. Just turn aside your attention, back to the world you
desire. Tell him to go play with himself, as he refuses to play nicely with others.
Smile. Know your own secret.
It's your attention, it's the focus of your attention on his bad dreams that Satan
most desires and needs, for he and all his henchmen have no power of their own.
They are merely seeking to steal and redirect and use the power that rightly and
naturally belongs to you.
And all you have to do is yawn and say to yourself --- nah, not today..... I am going
to my Happy Place.... and I am going to build my dreams. I am going to keep faith
with my visions and my interests and I am NOT going to be sidetracked with the
sideshow.
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